As systems evolve over time, their natural tendency is to become increasingly more complex. Studies in the field of complex systems have generated new perspectives on managing in social organizations such as hospitals. Much of this research appears as a natural extension of the cross-disciplinary field of systems theory. This is the first article in a 5-part series on applying complex systems science to the traditional management concepts of planning, organizing, directing, coordinating, and controlling. In this article, the concept of planning is explored from a complex systems' perspective.
Planning, in part, involves predicting the future state of a system after a change has been introduced. Unfortunately, predicting system behavior is highly dependent on accurately describing its current state. This is problematic because healthcare systems are ''complex.'' 1 A complex system is characterized by multiple entities (healthcare providers, departments, equipment, and so forth) interacting in a rich social network that is highly connected to both the internal and external environment. Complex systems are ubiquitous and have been studied extensively in multiple fields including the physical, biological, and social sciences. 2 Given that systems evolve over time, understanding a system's current state can be challenging. However, if stable (in equilibrium), system behavior (process outputs) follows a periodic cycle, and repeatable patterns can be recognized. 3 It is these patterns that help define the systems' current state. Traditional measures used in process analysis include descriptive statistical parameters such as means, variances, standard deviations, histograms, and probability distributions. For example, if the frequency of surgical schedule delays forms a ''normal'' distribution (bell curve), one can infer that the delays are random and independent of each other (central limit theorem). Or, one can calculate the mean, variance, and standard deviation of medication errors in a sample of hospital patients to describe a process that is ''in'' or ''out of'' control.
The use of descriptive statistics to explain behavior in complex systems is limited though. This is because complex systems are multidimensional and consist of so many interacting variables that traditional statistical measures may fail to capture subtle patterns in system behavior. Parameter values also change over time, and describing a system's current state requires methods used in other fields such as dynamical systems and physics. 4 For example, although the pattern of surgical scheduling delays in an operating room may appear random and unrelated, they may, in fact, be ''chaotic.'' Chaos is a class of system behavior that appears random but has underlying structure and is deterministic. Recognizing chaotic systems requires methods taken from the field of dynamical systems and is generally not included in typical statistical measures of healthcare processes. 5 The use of inferential statistics such as linear regression is also problematic in predicting complex system behavior. This is because complex systems are characterized by nonlinearity where stimulus and response are unequal. Nonlinearity is caused when system outputs feedback on inputs to either amplify or dampen behavior. For example, a patient's physiologic response (output) to a missed medication order may amplify (feedback) in a nonlinear fashion with each subsequent omission (input) over time. The use of nonlinear regression and calculus are acceptable alternatives to predict outcomes in nonlinear systems. However, even these methods become impractical when the interaction of multiple variables is the source of system behavior. 4 To improve planning in complex healthcare systems, nurse administrators need to familiarize themselves with methods used in other fields to explain and predict complex system behavior.
The study of complex systems has its roots in the field of systems theory which seeks to understand man and his environment as part of interacting systems. 6 Systems theory ties diverse academic disciplines together through a common scientific language and method of inquiry. As such, the field applies a universal template to problems regardless of the area. For instance, analyzing a healthcare system's current state draws from theory developed in information science, sociology, psychology, dynamic systems, engineering, medicine, and nursing, to name a few. Principles underlying the behavior of complex systems developed in one field are used as metaphors to understand behavior in other fields. Central to the development of complex systems theory has been the computer which has enabled each discipline to apply new methods and tools to old problems. Three of these applications and their usefulness in planning are presented in the following sections.
Phase Plots
Phase plots are used extensively in physics, engineering, and dynamic systems to plot system trajectories (patterns) over space and time. Phase plots are described by a multidimensional box (Figure 1 ) where each axis (dimension) represents a variable in the system (eg, length of stay [LOS], day of admission, or cost). The area inside the box (phase space) indicates all possible intersection of the 3 dimensions. A point of intersection represents one ''state'' of the system. For example, high LOS, high cost, and day of admission would be a point in the upper left quadrant of phase space. The multiple states of a system tend to follow a reoccurring path over time. This path can be represented in the phase plot as a trajectory. 2 The shape of trajectories in phase plots can identify subtle, underlying structures in complex systems. For instance, in a study conducted at our hospital on heart failure patients, we noticed that LOS was distributed in a normal bell-shaped curve. This might lead one to conclude that events affecting LOS are random and independent of each other (an assumption of normal bell curves). However, by using commercially available phase plot software, a chaotic trajectory was uncovered. 7 Events occurring in a chaotic system appear random and independent but are deterministic. In the heart failure example, the chaotic signal was entangled and hidden in the random events forming the normal bell curve. After further analysis, the chaotic behavior of LOS was being driven by which day of the week patients were admitted. Those patients admitted on Sunday, Monday, or Tuesday had a much shorter LOS than patients admitted on Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday. The reason? Nursing homes in the areas were reluctant to accept complicated patients on the weekends, and this extended LOS by 2 days for patient admitted on Sunday, Monday, or Tuesday.
System Dynamics
Although phase plots may identify reoccurring patterns in a system, other methods are needed to understand why they occur. The field of system dynamics offers a variety of tools that can be very beneficial in finding the answers. System dynamics takes a topdown approach to understanding how the flow of entities (people, artifacts, information) over time combines to form feedback loops. It is feedback that causes nonlinear behavior in a system. Understanding the factors driving feedback and its effect on system performance is the goal of system dynamics. 6 Experts in system dynamics gather data through interviews of key staff, surveys, management reports, and other forms of data. The goal is to understand how entities flow through the system and discover feedback loops. Extensive use of flowcharts allows experts to isolate the effect of formal policies on balancing amplified system behavior. For example, new provider order entry systems interfaced with bar-coded medication management prevent omissions and control the rate of adverse drug events. This is essentially a control mechanism enabled by feedback.
Systemdynamicsmethodsmediated by computer software can identify and quantify the effect of feedback loops on system behavior. This can be helpful in determining the causal factors underlying the system behavior. Figure  2 shows a flowchart of a heart failure patient's typical continuum of care. The arrows represent potential feedback loops that can effect both the direction and speed of patient flow in the software program. Collectively, the feedback loops drive the system's behavior. By knowing feedback loops, nurse administrators can pinpoint, in advance, those factors most resistant to change. For example, the effect of nursing homes not accepting heart failure patients on the weekends creates a negative feedback loop with LOS. System dynamics software allows analysts to program formulas into feedback loops to quantify precisely the effect on LOS.
Social Network Analysis
The unit of measure in social network analysis is the pattern of relationships that exist between entities and the information that flows between them. 8 Social network analysis combines theories from sociology and information science (network theory). The field characterizes entities as ''nodes'' and the relationship or link between them as ''ties'' (Figure 3) . The relationship between ties and nodes can be gathered through surveys and then fed into social network analysis software. The pattern and strength of ties between nodes are then plotted on a graph where the flow of information can be analyzed. For example, the pattern of physician referrals can be very informative in understanding current practice patterns. Certain physicians can be exposed as ''knowledge hubs'' and can influence the success of clinical practice guidelines and protocols. Others physicians may act as ''weak links'' or ''connectors'' between groups and hold the key to building consensus.
The use of phase plots, system dynamics, and social network analysis provides important information regarding the structure and dynamics of complex healthcare systems. Understanding the factors underlying systems attractors provides nurse administrators with new insight into existing processes and powerful tools to predict system behavior. The next article will focus on the management practice of ''organizing'' using concepts from complex systems science.
